
 
31st December 2020 

 

 

Dear Parents and Carers, 

 

Phased start to Spring Term 2021 - IMPORTANT UPDATE 

 

As you will know, the Secretary of State for Education issued new directions to              

schools yesterday afternoon regarding the return to school in January. I am            

writing to you today to explain how Southborough intends to respond to this             

extremely last-minute development. 

 

After some urgent consideration, we have decided to follow the government           

guidance on how to phase the start of term, which is intended to ensure that               

effective education can continue. This means the following:  

 

Phased start to term  

 

On Monday 4th January 2021, the following students are expected to come in             

to school:  

● Vulnerable children, Pupil Premium students and children of critical workers; 

● Students identified as having difficulty engaging with Remote Learning. 

 

Parents of all students who fall within one of these categories will receive 

additional communication from the school to confirm their attendance at school 

from 4th January. If you are unsure about whether or not your child falls into 

one of these categories, please contact Mr Edwards on 

dedwards@southborough.kingston.sch.uk for confirmation.  

 

During this first week of term, all other students should stay at home. We will be                

providing Remote Learning for those students. More details on this will follow via             

ClassCharts. If you feel your son might have difficulties accessing online learning            

then please contact the school and we will support you with a learning device,              

please contact office@southborough.kingston.sch.uk . 
 

From Monday 11th January, the following students are expected to come into            

school: 

● Students in exam year groups (for us this means students in Years 11 and              

13, whose Exam Week will take place from this date). 
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Remote Learning arrangements will be in place for all other students. 

 

From Monday 18th January, all other students will also attend school. 

 

Please note that external examinations will continue as planned. Students sitting           

these examinations will already have been informed. 

 

Mass testing programme 

 

We have been informed by the government about the potential for the mass             

testing of students and staff in schools to reduce the spread of coronavirus and              

enable fewer students and staff to have to self-isolate. You can read more about              

how the government expects this programme to work here.  
 

Setting up this programme in schools is an incredibly complex operation,           

however. We have been sent some information about how it should work            

already, but more detailed guidance is expected to be produced by the            

government over the Christmas holiday period.  

 

We will not, therefore, be in position to have this programme up and running as               

soon as the Spring term starts. At the start of term, we will review what the                

expectations are, what support is available from the government or other           

agencies, and what we can realistically deliver. It is important for me to             

emphasise at this point that any school involvement in this programme will have             

the safeguarding of students as its top priority. Moreover, any student           

participation will be voluntary. 
 

We will let you know more about our plans as soon as we can in January. In the                  

meantime, from the start of next term, we will continue to implement the safety              

measures we have been using in the Autumn term. 

 

Please accept my apologies for having to send this letter so close to the start of                

term. We are having to respond to a vast quantity of extremely last minute and               

complex government guidance.  

 

Thank you for your patience, and all best wishes for a happy, prosperous and              

serene New Year..! 

 

Niall Smith 

Headteacher 

 

https://dfemedia.blog.gov.uk/2020/12/15/mass-testing-in-schools-your-questions-answered/

